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NOW IS NOT THE TIME TO BE
BRAVE ON EQUITIES
We are living in extraordinary times. As second wave
fears ripple out across Europe, uncertainty over Brexit reigns and a changing of the guard looms in the
US, one might expect valuations to be at historic
lows. But while sectors impacted by Covid-19 have
been de-rated, tech-infused equity markets continue
to breach all-time highs.
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Despite the macro gloom, markets are supported by a number
of constructive tailwinds. Ongoing positive – albeit lagging
– economic momentum, ultra-low interest rates, ultraaccommodative central banks and profligate governments have
combined to form a powerful cocktail for revenue or incomegenerating assets. Equity valuations remain, generally speaking,
on the cheap side versus bonds and rates.
While we are tentatively optimistic in our positioning, now is
not the time to be brave. Instead, we have moved to a neutral
stance on equities. In the short term, a combination of weaker
macroeconomic momentum, Covid-19 resurgence and US
election turmoil creates downside risks that demand more
visibility. Patience will deliver opportunity further down the track.
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We have thus nudged our portfolio to a more neutral stance
by cutting exposure to core US equity ETFs and blended active
quality and value strategies. However, the less favourable
macroeconomic environment is balanced by strong fiscal and
monetary policy support. This creates a backstop for a potential
new sharp negative shock to activity and warrants a constructive
macroeconomic view for the coming 12-18 months.
The configuration of Congress might impact the size and
composition of fiscal spending in 2021, but there will be
opportunities to raise the risk exposure in portfolios according
to the final electoral outcome. Depending on the election result,
namely in a scenario where the president and the two chambers
of Congress would be Democrats, fiscal stimulus in 2021 could
significantly spur some sectors of the US economy.
Any news of an effective vaccine against Covid-19 would also
have a positive impact on the growth outlook, especially on
sectors most sensitive to social interactions. We maintain a
watching brief on events.
Core eurozone equity markets are attractive, given the superlow rate context in Europe, but cautiousness is warranted
regarding peripheral eurozone markets. These are less attractive
from a valuation standpoint and more prone to disappointment
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or negative shocks in the months ahead, especially as macro
momentum is losing steam in Europe. Euro strength is also a
potential headwind for export-oriented European companies.
Within emerging markets, Asia ex-China and eastern Europe
are still favoured over Latin America and MENA. We continue to
avoid countries displaying a combination of structural financial
fragilities, reliance on commodity exports, currency and political
risks.
We have also increased our exposure to China through a local
A-share China ETF. The Chinese market is still quite attractive
given its domestic earning growth prospects, even after a strong
summer performance. Domestic-oriented fiscal and monetary
policies provide solid support to domestic Chinese equities.

Valuations are obviously less juicy than a few months ago, and the
deterioration in fundamentals warrants a tilt toward quality and
diversification. However, investment grade credit clearly remains
attractive when compared to cash and government rates, while
central banks provide a backstop.
We maintain a mild preference for high yield, as valuations are still
generally attractive. However, the loss of economic momentum
and the deterioration in credit fundamentals may prevent a
further rapid and broad-based spread compression and warrants
remaining selective within the asset class.
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EXERCISING CAUTION ON DURATION
While exposure to long-term rates remains attractive given the
positive slope of some yield curves, the potential for an increase
in long-term rates, especially US dollar rates, in case of a Biden
victory and a Democratic sweep in the Congress, leads us to take
a tactically more cautious stance on duration exposure.
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U.S, GERMAN AND SWISS 10-YEAR GOVERNMENT RATES

After hitting historical lows, U.S long-term rates might experience
temporary upward pressures after the U.S election
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In the euro government rate complex, German rates remain very
expensive after the decline experienced in September. Value can
be found in peripheral euro government long-term bonds, both
in absolute terms – they still offer positive yields – and relative to
negative euro cash rates.
In the credit space, our preference for investment grade credit
is maintained, and this remains our preferred fixed income subasset class, given attractive risk-adjusted expected return in an
ultra-low-rate environment.
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